SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Secure Development Training (SDT) – Client Hosted Subscription

Secure Development Training (SDT) – Client Hosted Subscription
Trustwave will deliver Secure Development Training content to Client in SCORM 1.2-conformant packages. These packages can be published to the Client’s internal Learning Management System (LMS) for hosting, tracking and reporting.

Trustwave’s Secure Development Training is licensed to a number of individual participants per year. Licenses are counted annually so that accounts removed in a previous year do not count toward the following year’s total.

Client may license a single course or a bundle of courses per learner (user) on an annual subscription basis. Access to a course or bundle is unlimited during the annual subscription period.

SDT - Course Catalogue

Client may select one course from any of the courses in the SDT library, or client may select a bundle defined in the SDT library. Refer to the Security Awareness, Training & Education Catalogue for the most current listing of courses and languages available in the library.